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divisions in the Yugoslav population can flare up. Prior to the 
Tenth Congress, Tito waged a victorious two-year fight against 
nationalists and parochial technocrats in the LCY itself, but in 
Yugoslavia, where over five nationalities coexist, the nationalist 
disease is an abiding problem for communist organizing. 

The CIA is aware of this weakness and prepared to exploit it 
fully. Just in the last half of 1974, members of the CIA-backed 
Ustashi organization of Croatian fascists infiltrated Yugoslavia 
from Austria to commit terrorist vandalism. 

To complement such provocations, CIA international press out
lets have whipped their anti-Yugoslav propagandists into an un
precedented frenzy. One newspaper after another has run features 
on "Yugoslavia after Tito," in which takeover by the Soviet Union 
figures prominently. The Financial Times and Corriere della Sera 
repeatedly display with gloating satisfaction Tito's difficulties 
in implementing the Tenth Congress program. 

In the last month, the so-called "Humanist International, II 

led by zero-growther Sicco Mansholt, has come into action against 
the Ley. The arrest of several self-proclaimed "Marxist humanists" 
at Belgrade University, including actual members of the bogus 
Humanist International, brought a letter to the New York Times 
from Trilateral Commission chief Zbigniew Brzezinski, whose pro
fessional reputation is based on his anti-communist works. 

SHAH TO LOSE HOLDINGS IN EUROPE? 

Jan. 3 (IPS)--Sources high in the Italian government today con
firmed widespread rumors that Western European states are actively 
considering the nationalization of Iranian holdings in Western 
Europe. 

Nationalization would completely pull the rug out from under 
the Shah of Iran, Rockefellerls major operative in the Mideast. 

The sources emphasized that discussions on nationalization 
were occurring at the Common Market level. No "wildcats"--nation
alization on a country-by-country basis--are expected, the sources 
said. 

The immediate impetus for the discussions may have come from 
the Shahls recent moves toward taking over the European industrial 
sector, as well as the billions of dollars of oil ransom which 
Western Europe currently owes to the Shah and other Rockefeller 
sheikhs in the Mideast. 

The Italian sources disclosed that Iran has already purchased 
the entire Shell gasoline distribution network in Italy. This 
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follows published reports in the French daily Le Monde and the 
Frankfurter Allegemeine Zeitung, a We st German newspaper, that 
the Shah intends to buy 50 per cent of Giovanni Agnelli's Fiat. 
It is this news which originally triggered the nationalization 
rumors. 

DANISH ELECTIONS PLANNED TO TRAP WORKERS 
INTO "WAR MEASURES" GOVERNMENT 

COPENHAGEN, Jan. 3 (IPS)--With unemp loym ent levels soaring to 
more than 20 per cent of the Danish workforce this month, the 
Liberal minority government of Poul Hartling has set parliamen
tary elections for Jan. 9 in order to establish a new, ruling 
coalition with the Danish Social Democ ra tic Party. Prime Minis
te r Hartling intends to use the large st Danish working-class 
pa rty, the Social Democrats, to form a coalition "war measures" 
government with the muscle to enforce austerity as Denmark's econ
omy spirals downward into collapse. 

Calling for a "Comprehensive Crisis Plan, " Hartling proposes 
a 20 per cent reduction in real union wages by eliminating the 
automatic cost-of-living escalator in the current Labor Federa
tion national wage agreement with th e Employer Federation. Anker 
Jorgensen, the Social Democratic leader, already has publicly ac
cepted this principle of wage reduction in his sham campaign, 
while q uib bling about the extent the stat e should be allowed to 
intervene in labor/employer negotiations. 

Fascism or Socialism? 

Jorgensen's self-destructive campa ign not only calls for 
drastic cuts in construction and public services, but is putting 
for ward a program to "restructure " Danish society into decentral
ized "small societies" to "bring government closer to the people." 
This outright social-fascist scheme, pi tting atomized social units 
agains t one another, expresses exactly the helplessness and de
jection the Liberals are counting on to draw the Social Democrats 
into an austerity government that can implement co-participation 
policies and break the workforce completely. 

Since the December 1973 elections, when the Liberals--with 
barely one-eighth of the seats in par lia men t-- formed a government 
more or less by default, Prime Minister Hartling has manipulated 
the Danish working class into a mood of utter demoralization. In 
collaboration with his Economics Minister Nybo Anderson, a member 
o f David Rockefeller's supranational Trilateral Commission, Hart
ling provoked strikes and wildcats over the summer and then slapped 
fine s and penalties on the militants to show them that no tactic 
could bring any positive change. 
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